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Abstract   
Quasi-two-dimensional Fe3O4 epitaxial thin films have been synthesized by pulsed 
laser deposition technique at six fixed oxygen pressures of 0, 1×10-5, 5×10-5, 1×10-4, 
5×10-4, and 1×10-3 mbar. The film obtained under high vacuum (~1×10-8 mbar) hosts 
a large magnetoresistance of about 11.5 % at 9 T and 100 K. In addition, 
oxygen-pressure-dependent saturation magnetizations of the films are as large as that 
of the bulk Fe3O4. A trivial change in oxygen stoichiometry of Fe3O4 is found crucial 
for the ferrimagnetic order at room temperature. Possible mechanisms of 
ferrimagnetic order driven by change in oxygen stoichiometry are discussed. 
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In the contemporary spintronics research, magnetite, especially in nano-form, has attracted 
enormous interest due to its great potential for information technology. To synthesize highly 
spin polarized materials as spin sources and to combine them with semiconductors, which can 
be easily integrated with current magnetic technologies are prerequisites for proposed 
spintronics devices such as the spin field effect transistor (SFET).1 As a model half-metallic 
material, Fe3O4 has shown 80% spin polarization near the Fermi level in experiment2 and 
theoretically, up to 100% can be expected.3 More desirably, the high Curie temperature of 
Fe3O4 makes it a promising candidate for room temperature use. Fascinating properties of 
spin transport have also been presented in Fe3O4, i.e., spin Seebeck effect,4 spin filter effect,5 
gate voltage-induced phase transition,6 and spin valve effect of Fe3O4/MgO/Fe3O4 junctions.7 
Yet at the meantime, many fundamental properties of magnetite, such as the half-metallicity, 
spin and orbital ordering, Verwey transition mechanism and the coupling mechanism between 
different sites have long been open issues, and with the Fe3O4 synthesized under different 
oxygen pressure, these issues become even more sophisticated.  
Magnetite is believed to have a cubic inverse spinel structure, where Fe3+ ions occupy 
tetrahedral sites (usually called A sites), whereas octahedral sites (B sites) are occupied by 
both Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions. The spin of Fe3+ ions at octahedral and tetrahedral sites are aligned 
antiparallel to each other leading to a net magnetic moment of 480 emu/g (4 µB/f.u.), 
corresponding to a fully occupied local majority band (opposite for A and B sites). The 
presence of integer magnetic moment of magnetite is expected in experiment as indication for 
a B-site minority electron conduction mechanism, and its accompanied full spin polarization 
at the Fermi level. However, controversial results of it have been reported varies from 300 
emu/g by Nagahama et al. using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) under oxygen pressure8 to 
1094 emu/g by Orna et al. using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) under pure vaccum.9 Table I 
summaries some of the experimental efforts toward this issue. 
Over the one-century’s research on magnetite, there exists wide-spread recognition that 
further insights into open problems relating to magnetite are obtainable only by means of bulk, 
single crystals of perfect stoichiometry, grown in accordance with optimum preparation rules 
and phase diagrams. This, in one respect, strongly depends on the accurate controlling of the 
oxygen pressure, not only during maintenance of the thermodynamic high-temperature 
equilibrium, but also-most importantly-during cooling down to room-temperature. Violation 
of this precept-by uncontrolled quenching of the sample, as is often practiced at the end of 
tempering-causes considerable loss of crystal quality, as shown in several reports.9-14 The 
magnetization of Fe3O4 thin films grown by PLD can be tuning by oxygen partial from 
0.4×10-6 to 10×10-6 Torr.10 Seki et al. grew Ge-substituted Fe3O4 thin films under high oxygen 
pressures (0.01-0.6 Pa) and yielded a spin polarization of 0.50 at room temperatur.11 However, 
Fe3O4 epitaxial thin films with giant magnetic moment, which comes from the spin of Fe ions 
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in the tetrahedron site switching parallel to the Fe ions in the octahedron site at the surface, 
interface, and grain boundaries, were grown in pure vacuum by PLD.9,15 The influence of 
oxygen pressure on the quality of Fe3O4 thin film by PLD is unclear.  
In this work, we present systematic investigation of oxygen-pressure-dependent 
magnetoresistance (MR) and magnetic moment, aiming to contribute to the open question of 
the magnetic moments of the Fe3O4 thin film. Quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) Fe3O4 thin 
films (~100 nm) were deposited on MgO (001) substrates by PLD. First, a sharp MgO (001) 
surface was obtained after annealed in vacuum atmosphere for 8 hours at 600 ºC as identified 
from the reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) pattern shown in Fig. 1(a). The 
films were grown at about 410 ºC and six different fixed oxygen pressures atmosphere (0, 
1×10-5, 5×10-5, 1×10-4, 5×10-4, and 1×10-3 mbar). Prior to film deposition, the chamber was 
pumped down to ~1×10-8 mbar. In situ and real time monitoring of the growth was performed 
by RHEED. All films were characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, PHI 
5000 VersaProbe), and laser Raman spectrometer (JY HR800). MR and 
resistance-temperature (R-T) curves were measured by Physical Property Measurement 
System (PPMS, Quantum Design, Inc.). The magnetic properties of the samples were 
measured at room temperature using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM).  
The dot-array and long-line-array in RHEED patterns stand for three dimension (3D) 
and quasi-2D surface structure and morphology, respectively.16 Fe3O4/MgO with quasi-2D 
surface structure and morphology was shown in Fig. 1(b), which reveals that the surface 
quality of our Fe3O4 thin films prepared by PLD is as high as films grown by MBE.17,18 Due 
to the fact that the lattice constant of Fe3O4 (a=8.3987 Å) is twice of MgO (a=4.212 Å),19 the 
emerging patterns of line 2 and 4 in the middle of line 1,3 and 5 are pattern of Fe3O4. In order 
to study the surface structure of Fe3O4 thin film depending on oxygen partial pressure, in situ 
and real time RHEED was monitoring during growth of the 6 samples. As we can see from 
Fig. 1(c), the distances ratio between line 2 and 3 from Fig. 1(b) are invariable and the line 
width of line 2 increased as oxygen pressure increasing. This means that the phase of Fe3O4 
become weak as oxygen pressure increasing. These phenomena can be explained by some 
Fe2O3 phases generated as oxygen pressure increasing. In order to confirm the Fe2O3 phase, 
the XPS and Raman were investigated. 
Fig. 2(a) is the XPS spectra of Fe3O4 thin films grown at six different oxygen pressures, 
inset is the enlargement of the area in dashed line box. The typical Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2 are 
observed at ~710 and ~723 eV, respectively. It is known that FeO has a clear satellite feature 
at ~715.5 eV, and Fe2O3 has a satellite feature at ~719.1 eV. Such satellite structures are 
frequently used as fingerprints to identify the other iron oxide phases.17 One can clearly see 
that with the exception of the sample grown at pure vacuum, the XPS spectra for all the other 
Fe3O4 thin films show signs for satellite structures of Fe2O3 phase and all films show no signs 
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for satellite structures of FeO phase. The intensity of the satellite structures of Fe2O3 phase 
become stronger as the oxygen pressure increasing. This phenomenon is not completely 
accord with the report by Liu et al.,17 in which Fe3O4 thin films grown by MBE at 8 different 
oxygen partial pressure (from 1×10-5 to 5×10-8 mbar), and with the exception of sample grown 
at the low 5×10-8 mbar oxygen partial pressure shown the sign for FeO, all the other samples 
show no signs for Fe2O3 and FeO. 
Raman is also investigated to confirm the Fe2O3 phase as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
Considering the space group Oh7(Fd3m), theory predicts the following modes by proper 
irreducible representation:20 
A1g + Eg + T1g + 3T2g + 2A2u + 2Eu + 5T1u + 2T2u. 
The T1g, A2u, Eu, and T2u are silent. Thus there are five Raman active modes (A1g+Eg+3T2g) and 
five infrared active modes (5T1u). At room temperature, we observe three modes: the strongest 
A1g mode at ~675 cm-1 and T2g(2) and T2g(3) modes at ~550 and ~320 cm-1, respectively. This 
is corresponding with the reference.21 However, with exception of sample grown at the pure 
vacuum, all other samples show the A1g peaks of Fe2O3 at ~210 and 480 cm-1.22 XPS and 
Raman spectroscopies confirm formation of single magnetite phase for the low oxygen 
pressures and a mixed phase composed of Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 for the high pressure.  
The magnetic transport properties of films were investigated, which schematic structure 
for magnetotransport measurements in Fe3O4 films is shown in Fig.3(a). The R-T of the films 
were measured as shown in Fig. 3(b). It can be see that a suddenly increase of the resistivity 
was observed at ~110 and ~124 K for Fe3O4 films grown at pure vacuum and oxygen partial 
pressure of 1×10-5 mbar, respectively, corresponding to the Verwey transition.23 Inset of Fig 
3(b) is log resistance versus the inverse temperature of Fe3O4 films grown at pure vacuum, 
which can see the Verwey transition obviously. At the same temperature, the resistance of 
Fe3O4 film grown at pure vacuum is smaller than Fe3O4 film grown at oxygen pressure of 
1×10-5 mbar, which possibly attributed to the Fe2O3 phase generated due to oxygen partial 
pressure. Fig.3(c) and (d) show the MR measurements at different temperatures for the Fe3O4 
thin films grow at pure vacuum and oxygen pressure of 1×10-5 mbar with the magnetic field 
applied perpendicular to the film plane. As we can see, a large MR value of 11.5 % at 100 K 
and 9 T is observed, which is larger than references reported.24,25  
In spite of Fe3O4 thin films grown in oxygen pressures exist Fe2O3 phase, magnetic 
hysteresis loops are observed for all the samples as shown in Fig. 4. The hysteresis loops are 
obtained at room temperature for five of the samples. As we can see from Fig. 4(a), the large 
saturation magnetization (MS) of 425 emu/cm3 approaching at the principle bulk-like 
magnetite saturation value26 (480 emu/cm3 or 4.0 µB/f.u.) is observed by the sample grown at 
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pure vacuum, which is larger than Fe3O4 thin films reported by Arora et al.27 and Orna et al.9 
with same thickness. The saturated magnetic moment decreased due to Fe2O3 impurities 
phase generated as increasing the pressure of oxygen as shown in Fig. 4(d), which is extracted 
from Fig. 4(a) and (b). Both coercivities of in plane and out plane are invariable as oxygen 
pressure increasing. Fig. 4(c) shows the loops measured in plane and out plane of sample 
grown at pure vacuum. It is can be seen that the sample exhibits an unobvious out of plane 
anisotropy, which reveal the high quality of our films. 
Arora et al.27 reveal that the noncompensation of spin moments between the tetrahedral 
and octahedral sublattices at the surface are inferred to be the main factor contributing to the 
observed enhanced magnetic moment. Orna et al.9 reveal that the origin of the enhanced 
magnetic moment is not intrinsic to magnetite but due to the presence of Fe impurities in the 
MgO substrates. Oxygen vacancies on electronic structure also can enhance magnetic 
moment as reported by Jaffari et al..28 For Fe3O4 double exchange interaction between Fe3+ 
and Fe2+ in octahedral site leads key role which produces ferromagnetic component.29 In 
addition, antiferromagnetic super-exchange interaction between octahedral Fe3+ and 
tetrahedral Fe3+ cancels each other, retaining net moment of Fe2+ to be 4 µB/f.u.. Recent 
density of states calculations suggests reduction of moment locally due to oxygen vacancies, 
although total moment of the crystal remains unchanged.30 In the current studies surface effect 
is rather less effective because of significantly large film thickness (~100 nm).31 Strain is one 
of the key parameters which can influence magnetization significantly for films including 
magnetite.32,33 A significant compressive strain is developed at the sample substrate interface 
because of lattice mismatch between MgO and Fe3O4. The strain increases further with 
oxygen deficiency and it might be involved with the larger number of oxygen defects at the 
interface for low oxygen partial pressure. A small change in oxygen stoichiometry is 
suggested to be correlated to the modification and drives a significant change in ferrimagnetic 
order.  
In summary, we have successfully grown the quasi-2D Fe3O4 epitaxial thin films at 
different oxygen pressures by PLD. XPS and Raman spectroscopies confirm formation of 
single Fe3O4 phase for the low oxygen pressures and a missed phase composed of Fe3O4 and 
Fe2O3 phase for the high oxygen pressures. Oxygen stoichiometry of Fe3O4 film is found vital 
for ferromagnetic order.  
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Method Substrate Thickness MR (%) Oxygen Pressure (mbar) Ms Reference 
PLD MgO(100) 100 nm 11.5 % Pure vaccum 425 emu/cm3 Our work 
PLD GaAs(100) - 22 % Pure vaccum 430 emu/cm3 34 
PLD ZnO/Al2O3(0001) 70 nm - Pure vaccum 380 emu/cm3 35 
PLD SrTiO3(001) - - Pure vaccum 400 emu/cm3 13 
PLD YSZ(111) - - 2×10-6 
400-460 emu/cm3 
480 (Anneal) emu/cm3 
36 
PLD SrTiO3(100) 
>15 nm 
3nm - Pure vaccum 
Close to 480 emu/cm3 
1017 emu/cm3 
15 
PLD MgO(001) 
>20nm 
2.8nm - Pure vaccum  
349±41 emu/cm3 
About 1094 emu/cm3 
9 
PLD MgO(100) 10 nm 3% Adequate oxygen pressure - 37 
PLD 
MgO(111) 
MgO(100) 40 nm 
5% 
12 % 7.8×10
-6 
470 emu/cm3 
400 emu/cm3 
25 
PLD MgO/GaAs(100) - - 5×10-5  400 emu/cm3 26 
PLD Si(100) - - 0.4×10
-6 
4×10-6 
0.45 µB/f.u. 
0.2 µB/f.u. 
10 
MBE MgO(100) - - 1×10-6 300 emu/cm3 8 
MBE MgO(001) 10 nm 0.3% 6.6 ×10-6 - 38 
MBE MgO(001) 1.5 µm - Oxygen plasma 300 emu/cm3 39 
MBE MgO(001) 60 nm 5% Oxygen plasma  - 40 
MBE MgO(001) 5nm 
20 nm 
- Oxygen plasma 922 emu/cm
3 
613 emu/cm3 
41 
MBE GaN(0001) 6 nm 
3nm 
- 8×10-4 
450 emu/cm3 
350 emu/cm3 
42 
 
TABLE 1. MR and Ms of Fe3O4 films grown at different conditions of our sample and those from the literatures. 
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Figure caption 
Fig. 1.	(a) RHEED pattern of MgO (100) substrate with quasi-2D surface structure. (b) RHEED pattern 
of Fe3O4/MgO grown at high vacuum (~1×10-8 mbar) with quasi-2D surface structure. The new pattern 
of line 2 and 4 representing the growth of Fe3O4. (c) The distance ratio between line 2 and 3 from (b) 
and the line width of line 2 depending on different oxygen pressure. 
Fig. 2. (a) XPS and (b) Raman spectra of Fe3O4 films grown under different oxygen pressures. Inset of 
(a) is the enlarged view of dotted box. 
Fig. 3. (a) The schematic structure for magnetotransport measurements in Fe3O4 films. (b) Resistance 
versus temperature of Fe3O4 films grown at pure vacuum and oxygen pressure of 1×10-5 mbar. Inset is 
the log resistance versus inverse of temperature Fe3O4 films grown at pure vacuum. (c) 
Magnetoresistance versus magnetic field of Fe3O4 film grown at pure vacuum. (d) Magnetoresistance 
versus magnetic field of Fe3O4 film grown at oxygen pressure of 1×10-5 mbar. 
Fig. 4. In plane (a) and out plane (b) magnetic hysteresis loops of Fe3O4 films grown at different oxygen 
pressures measured at room temperature. (c) In plane and out plane loops of Fe3O4 films grown at pure 
vacuum. (d) Saturated magnetic moment and coercivity extract from (a) and (b). 
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